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ABSTRACT

In order to enhance the capabilities of BR2 in the field of MTR fuel plate testing,

a dedicated irradiation device has been designed. In its basic version this device

allows the irradiation of 3 fuel plates. The central fuel plate may be replaced by a

dummy plate or a plate carrying dosimeters. A first FUTURE device has been

built. A benchmark irradiation has been executed with standard BR2 fuel plates

in order to qualify this device. Detailed neutronic calculations were performed

and the results compared to he results of the post-irradiation examinations of the

plates. These comparisons demonstrate the capability to conduct a fuel plate

irradiation program under requested and well-known irradiation conditions.

Further improvements are presently being designed in order to extend the ranges

of heat flux and surface temperature of the fuel plates that can be handled with

the FUTURE device.

1. Introduction

The BR2 research reactor operated by the Belgian Nuclear Research Center SCKeCEN at Mol is one

of the most powerful material testing reactors in the world. The BR2 fuel elements are still
manufactured on the basis of HEU, as the presently available LEU fuels don't have the required

densities to preserve the irradiation characteristics of BR2. However with the developments on UMo

fuels going on, some fuel plate qualification activities are to be foreseen in the future.

Recently BR2 performed some MTR fuel plate qualification tests for a customer. Those tests were

performed by incorporating the fuel plates to be tested in standard fuel elements of BR2. In each case

three plates to be tested formed the outer ring of the 6 concentric rings of he standard fuel element.

In order to enhance our capabilities in the field of MTR fuel testing ad qualification, a dedicated

irradiation device has been designed in 2000. The objective is to provide BR2 with a reusable device

for the irradiation of fuel plate under representative conditions, that is geometry, neutron spectrum,

heat flux and thermal-hydraulic conditions.

2. The MTR Fuel Plate Testing Device FUTURE - Basic Design

The first version of this device, called FUTURE (FUel Test Utility for REsearch reactors) has been

designed and built in 2000. The design of this device has been presented at RRFM-2000 [1] A cross-

section of the device is shown in figure .
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In order to keep the design simple the only standard instrumentation foreseen are 4 peripheral holes
which can hold dosimeters.
This device allows to irradiate up to 3 fuel plates. A fuel plate may be replaced by a dummy plate or a
plate carrying dosimeters (in addition to the 4 dosimeter-carrying rods foreseen in the periphery of the
device).

Dosimeters
���Yuel plate

Plate with 7 dosimeters
------------

ZFuel plate

Dosimeters

Fig.]: Cross Section of the FUTURE device

The major advantages of this device compared to the 'mixed-type' fuel elements used previously (i.e.
by incorporating the fuel plates to be tested in standard fuel elements of BR2) are:
- the possibility for unloading the plates in between reactor cycles for inspections and

measurements,
- the possibility to continue the irradiation of some plates after the removal of a failed plate,
- a larger choice of irradiation conditions for the plates to be tested,
- a reduced risk to BR2 in case of swelling or failure of a fuel plate.

3. Qualification of the FUTURE Device

In order to qualify this device as a meaningful testing installation, a qualification irradiation campaign has been
carried out using 2 standard UAlx-Al plates loaded with HEU. The objectives of this program are:
- qualification of the irradiation device including the thermal-hydraulic conditions and the fuel plates,

unloading and reloading after an irradiation cycle,
- qualification of the methods to determine the irradiation conditions of the fuel plates to be tested with the!

FUTURE device.
The test plates were manufactured as a surplus during a fuel fabrication campaign of standard BR2 fuel
elements. They are identical to the 5th format plates are our standard elements, except for the bending.

Previous to the irradiation campaign the hydraulic characteristics of the FUTURE irradiation device have been
checked in a H4 hydraulic test loop of the Reactor Experiment Department. The H4 water loop facility simulates
a channel of the BR2 reactor from the hydraulic viewpoint.

4. Post-irradiation Examinations

After the irradiation campaign the plates have been unloaded and reloaded several times after irradiation without
difficulty, demonstrating that:
- the device is reusable,
- the irradiation of fuel plates can be interrupted for intermediate examinations.

A visual inspection of the plates have been performed and documented in the BR2 hot-cells. The dosimeters
have been recovered and sent for evaluation. Gross gamma-spectrometry on the plates have been carried out at
the LHMA laboratory in order to determine the relative distribution of the bum-up. Absolute determinations of
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the bum-up will soon be carried out by TIMS (Thermal lonisation Mass Spectrometry) at the Nuclear Chemistry
Department on samples taken from the fuel plates.

5. NeutrovicfCj,�Cqka40AS

Detailed neutroniciWcplations h4yei.Ven executed to predict the irradiation conditions,imparticular the heat
flux distributions in fillileplates.
The newly developed three-dimensionalNI17Scale Monte Carlo model of the BR2 reactorhas Uen used for that
purpose. This new reactor model includes it etailed geometrical description of the inclined reactor channels and
of all irradiation devices with their experimental &ontents. The bum-up of the BR2 fuel elements and the
poisoning of the beryllium matrix are also repr e5entoin the model. The calculations of neutron fluxes and heat
load distributions in irradiated MTR fuel plates were.performed taking into aqmnt the contents of all loaded
experimental devices in the reactor channels. These MCNP&zilculations:are.reportedat the poster session during
RRFM 2002 2].

The Monte Carlo model is brought in as a complement tohecode;used for the etermination of the overall
.irradiation conditions by the standard core calculation method 2D nodal code, alled EX13P2-TRPT4 is
�based on the integral transport theory and will also be presented during the RRFM'02 conference 3].

The Monte Carlo model has been benchmarked on comparisons of calculated and measured axial distributions
,of the al =,utron fluxes in the various reactor channels, thermal and fast neutron fluxes in irradiation samples,
fissim activityinthe irradiated fuel elements. These comparisons are being conducted in a continous manner.
Up to -now the iresuhs -am very satisfying.

fission heat load distribution Q(Z) in Future plates,
averaqedover cooling surface and over BOC&EOC 2A
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Fig.2: Comparison of MCNP calculations with gross gamma spectroscopy

For the FUTURE benchmark irradiation the MCNP results have already been checked against the results of the
gross gamma spectroscopy (see fig.2). Further checks are foreseen against the results of the evaluation of the
dosimeters and the post-irradiation bum-up measurements. These comparisons will be carried out as soon as the

experimental results become available. A comparison of the calculated and measured values of neutron fluxes

and of heat loads in the BR2 reactor is presented in the poster session 2].
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These comparisons serve to establish the capability to conduct a fuel plate irradiation program under requested
and well-known irradiation conditions despite the rather limited instrumentation of the FUTURE irradiation
device.

6. New Developments

Recently new designs efforts have been undertaken to enhance the capabilities of the FUTURE
device. One objective is to broaden the ranges of heat-fluxes and plate surface temperatures that be
achieved with this device. It is useful to recall here that some flexibility can be achieved by the cl-loiee
of the most adequate BR2 channel and/or by adapting the content of the surrounding channels (this is
a very common procedure at BR2 where the core configuration is regularly adjusted to satisfy the
experimental requests). However with the basic version of the FUTURE device this procedure will
only allow to choose the heat-flux within certain limits; the surface temperature of the plates will then
automatically being fixed by the design of the water gap between plates (the primary water cooling
flow through the basic FUTURE device being fixed by the BR2 operational condit ions).
Another objective is to allow more flexibility in 'the choice of the number and the format of plates that
the device can accommodate.
The design efforts are therefore directed to develop:
- a replaceable plate holder which can be connected to one reusable suspension system. If needed a

new adequate plate holder is to be build (the parameters being the number and the format of the
plates, the water gap between plates and the possible addition of a plate containing dosimeters),
The design must be such that this can be achieved with a minimum effort;

- a flow reduction system which can be easily attached to the plate holder; this should allow to
choose both characteristics (heat-flux, surface temperature) independently, within extended
limits,

- a flow acceleration system in order to be able to tackle the higher end heat-flux values while still
maintaining an acceptable surface temperature.

7. Conclusions

BR2 is actively developing a family of irradiation devices for MTR fuel plate testing. These developments have
already lead to a first benchmark irradiation. Further developments are underway in order to enhance the
flexibility of the FUTURE adiation device which should be able to help in te qualification of future MTR
fuels. SCK-CEN stands open for collaborations in this field.
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